Sexy Survivor (Men and Masculine+) Resource List
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Hotlines
- **1-800-656-HOPE** (800-656-4673) National Sexual Assault Hotline*
- **1-888-PREVENT** (888-773-2362) Stop It Now!, Stop Child Sexual Abuse*
- The Trevor Project (LGBTQ Youth Suicide Hotline) **1-866-488-7386**
- Trans LifeLine **1-(877) 565-8860**
- **24/7 Online Chat** National Helpline for Men Who Were Sexually Abused or Assaulted*

*These hotline operators may call the police without your consent, if alerted about a suicide plan. They may also be mandatory reporters that are obligated to report abuse to the police.

Links
- **Beautiful Difficult Powerful: Ending Sexual Assault through Transformative Justice** by The Chrysalis Collective
- **Creative Interventions Toolkit: A Practical Guide to Stop Interpersonal Violence**
- **CAUTION Trigger Guide** by The HEAL Project

Books
- **Boundaries: When to Say YES, When to Say NO, To Take Control of Your Life** by Dr. Henry Cloud and Dr. John Townsend
- **Healing Sex: A Mind-Body Approach to Healing Sexual Trauma** by Staci Haines
- **When the Body Says No: Understanding the Stress-Disease Connection** by Gabor Maté
- **Love with Accountability: Digging up the Roots of Child Sexual Abuse** by Aishah Shahidah Simmons
- **Evicting the Perpetrator: A Male Survivor's Guide for Recovery from Childhood Sexual Abuse** by Ken Singer
- **Black Boy Out Of Time: A Memoir** by Hari Ziyad
- **Men Too: Unspoken Truths About Male Sexual Abuse** by Dr. Kelli Palfy

Organizations
- **Black Emotional & Mental Health** (BEAM)
- **National Queer & Trans Therapists of Color Network**
- **Healing Honestly**
- **1 in 6**
- **Men Healing**
- **ConnectNYC**
- **The Men's Story Project**
- **Healing Foundation: Men's Healing**
- **A Call To Men**

More Resources [heal2end.org/resources]
Donate to The HEAL Project (tax-deductible) [https://heal2end.org/donate/]
Feedback Form [Please fill out this short feedback form. Thank you!](#)